Parallel example to AH #1: Use the same idea as your first "HB" reason.

Compare/contrast

All all too powerful government

Parallel example to AH #1

Evidence from AH for P #1 ( ).

Parallel example to AH #2

Evidence from AH for P #1 ( ).

"through"
Examples
Definitions
Sequence

"through"
Examples
Definitions
Sequence

So what?/ Importance

Closing paragraph:

Restate Big Idea

"Two years prison and $2,000 per ball"2

"the Handicapper General came into the studio with a double-barreled ten-gauge shotgun"6

Control w/fear & intimidation

Harsh consequences:
Money='s power
Desperation pushed Harrison and the ballerina to rebel with the possibility of sacrificing their life

Powerful not handicapped
Handicapper General - job
HG men military like
Illusion of equality

Compare/contrast

"through"
Examples
Definitions
Sequence

So what?/ Importance

Closing paragraph:
Parallel example to AH #1: Use the same idea as your first “HB” reason.

**Restate Big Idea**

**Those in Charge/unequal balance of power**

Eviden e from AH for P #1 ( ).

Parallel example to AH #2 ________

Eviden ce from AH for P #1 ( ).

**Example #1**

Those in Charge/
unequal balance
of power

**Evidence from AH**

Opening paragraph:

"HB" evidence for ex #1 ( 1 ).

"HB" example #2

issue consequences

"HB" evidence for ex #2 ( ).

Front of PAPER for HB

"HB" evidence for ex #1 ( ).

Parallel example to AH #2 _______

Back of PAPER for AH

Closing paragraph:

Preventing others from reaching their true potential

Power never lost/given up no matter the cost

Demonstrates the lengths they will go to get what they want

"The government justifies keeping everyone else in poverty because people seem to work the hardest when they're right on the edge of survival..." 136

"through"

Examples

Definitions

Sequence

So what?/Importance

Cite source quote/s with (#).

Knowledge vs. ignorance w/propaganda

Barons (elite) vs. farmers (low class)

Pop. Police-instill fear

Powerful not handicapped

Handicapper General - job

HG men military like

Illusion of equality

Comparison/contrast

"Two years prison and $2,000 per ball"2

"the Handicapper General came into the studio with a double-barreled ten-gauge shotgun"6

Control w/fear & intimidation - weapons

Harsh consequences: money='s power

Desperation pushed Harrison and the ballerina to rebel with the possibility of sacrificing their life

So what?/Importance

Cite source quote/s with (#).